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Abstract

Hybrid integrated semiconductor laser sources offering extremely narrow spectral linewidth as well as compati-
bility for embedding into integrated photonic circuits are of high importance for a wide range of applications. We
present an overview on our recently developed hybrid-integrated diode lasers with feedback from low-loss silicon
nitride (Si3N4 in SiO2) circuits, to provide sub-100-Hz-level intrinsic linewidths, up to 120 nm spectral coverage
around 1.55 µm wavelength, and an output power above 100 mW. We show dual-wavelength operation, dual-gain
operation, laser frequency comb generation, and present work towards realizing a visible-light hybrid integrated
diode laser.

1 Introduction

The extreme coherence of light generated with lasers has been the key to great progress in science, for instance
in testing natures fundamental symmetries [1, 2], properties of matter [3, 4], or for the detection of gravitational
waves [5]. While fundamental research has been, and still is, based on very diverse types of lasers, the development
has been different with applications. Here, with billions of pieces fabricated per year, the diode laser (semiconductor
laser) is by far most prevalent, due to a unique set of advantages. Lithographic fabrication and integration on a
chip reduces mass, size and cost per piece, and the laser lifetimes can reach the 100,000-hour level. Generating
light in a semiconductor junction enables ease of operation directly with an electric current, with up to 85% power
efficiency [6]. The wavelength coverage and tunability of diode lasers reaches from the near-UV into the mid-infrared,
while optical integration provides excellent intrinsic stability vs. mechanical and acoustic perturbations.

With these advantages, diode lasers are essential for photonics as key enabling technology. Narrow linewidth and
wavelength tunable diode lasers can serve high-end and upcoming applications. Prominent examples are monitoring
and sensing in fabrication [7, 8, 9], bio-sensing [10], monitoring the integrity of civil structures [11, 12], laser ranging
(LIDAR) for autonomous traffic [13] or sensing of rotation with optical gyros [14, 15, 16].

With sufficient coherence, diode lasers can play a great role in precision metrology and timing, such as in portable
atomic clocks [17, 18, 19], including satellite-based GPS systems [20, 21]. When integrating narrow-linewidth
semiconductor lasers into functional photonic circuits, they may serve as on-chip light engines, for instance, to
drive Raman and Brillouin lasers [22, 23, 16]. A most recent development is driving Kerr frequency combs with
narrowband diode lasers [24, 25, 26] which complements the frequency combs provided by mode-locked diode
lasers [27]. Specifically, if the combs comprise narrowband comb lines, dual-comb metrology [28, 29], spectroscopic
detection [30, 31] or dual-comb imaging [32] can move towards chip-based formats [33].

Of widest relevance is the role of diode lasers in communication and information technology, for instance as key
component of the global fiber network [34] or within data centers [35]. By lowering the phase noise of diode lasers,
coherent optical communications based on phase-encoding [36, 37] is expected to increase the transmission rates
noticeably [38]. Following the relation between the bit rate B and symbol rate S (baudrate), B=log2S, quadrature
amplitude modulation with 4096 symbols (QAM 4096) promises a 12-times higher transmission rate. For further
increased data rates, diode laser driven Kerr frequency combs can increase the number of wavelength channels
available for coherent transmission [39]. Similarly, low-noise diode lasers are foreseen as information carriers for
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processing of information with optical methods [40, 41]. This can be seen from recent progress in integrated
microwave photonics [42, 43, 44, 45, 46], photonic analog-to-digital conversion [47] and generation of low-noise and
widely tunable microwave to terahertz signals with integrated diode lasers [48, 49].

The absolutely central property in these applications is the lasers spectral linewidth, which is a measure for the
degree of spectral purity, also called coherence. Narrowing the linewidth increases the amount of information and
precision to be gained in sensing and metrology, and it increases the data rate through optical interconnects and
in optical processing.

As the frequency fluctuations of lasers are caused by a variety of different processes [50] involving very different
time scales, determining the coherence properties of laser light requires comprehensive measurements [51, 52, 53, 54].
A key coherence property and signature of spectral quality is the Schawlow-Townes limit, also called quantum
limit, fundamental linewidth, intrinsic linewidth or fast linewidth [55, 56, 57, 58]. At a given output power, this
fundamental bandwidth can only be reduced by increasing the lifetime of photons in the laser resonator, which is
the main approach towards the various diode laser designs that we present here.

Depending on the application, also the slow linewidth can be of major importance, i.e., the linewidth obtained
after longer averaging, often named full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) linewidth. This measure comprises also
technical noise such as from thermal drift, or from noise in the pump current. The FWHM bandwidth can partly
be reduced with optimizing the laser design for highest passive stability, such as provided by photonic integration.
Long-term frequency stability requires that the laser is frequency tunable, such that an electronic servo control can
minimize the detuning from a stable reference used as frequency discriminator [59]. However, to avoid that such
active stabilization adds too much noise on its own, e.g., quantum noise from photo detection in the frequency
discriminator, and to suppress noise also at higher noise frequencies, it remains essential to reduce the intrinsic
laser linewidth [60, 61].

2 State of the art

The typical FWHM bandwidth of commercially available, integrated diode lasers has remained for long at relatively
high levels around a MHz [62, 63, 64], with lowest values of 170 and 20 kHz achieved so far (at 1.5 µm wavelength [65]
and at 850 nm [66], respectively). The lowest intrinsic linewidth achieved with a monolithic diode laser is about
2 kHz (FWHM 180 kHz) [67]. Much smaller bandwidths have been obtained with non-integrated lasers that use
bulk optical gratings [68]. Miniaturized bulk components have been very effective as well [69], particularly high-Q
whispering gallery mode resonators [70] or Bragg fibers [61, 71, 72]. In connection with extensive electronic servo
stabilization, for research purposes, even diode lasers with bulk optical feedback can reach the sub-Hz-range [73,
74, 75]. But due to the large size, mass and acoustic perturbation sensitivity, this route remains unattractive for
mobile, handheld and space applications, and in all applications that are to serve big volumes. Similarly, due to size
restrictions, lack of long-term stability or diffraction loss in coupling from free space to tightly guiding waveguides,
even miniaturized bulk optical sources are less suitable to feed integrated photonic circuitry, e.g., in integrated
microwave photonics [76, 77, 46] or for integrating optical beam steering [78]. Many orders of magnitude smaller
linewidths than with monolithic diode lasers have been achieved with hybrid and heterogeneously integrated diode
lasers, ultimately reaching into the sub-kHz-range (see Fig. 1). The highest degree of intrinsic coherence so far is
generated with an InP-Si3N4 hybrid integrated diode laser [107]. There, we employed a low-loss Si3N4 waveguide
circuit comprising microring resonators for extending the photon lifetime, imposing single-frequency oscillation, and
wavelength tuning.

All hybrid and heterogeneously integrated diode lasers make use of additional waveguide circuits fabricated
in a different, low-loss material platform, while light is generated and amplified in a semiconductor material gain
section. A schematic view of hybrid integrated lasers based on frequency selection with two or three microring
resonators is shown in Fig. 2. The low-loss dielectric part of the circuit increases the photon lifetime of the laser
resonator in order to reduce the laser linewidth. At the same time, the narrowband transmission of resonators
imposes single-frequency oscillation via intracavity spectral filtering. Although the cavity extension is aiming on
increasing the photon lifetime, it should be noted that all integration, whether hybrid or heterogeneous, inevitably
causes extra roundtrip loss due to imperfect optical coupling at the interface between the distinct platforms and
materials, and due to losses in the feedback circuit, both of which decreases the photon lifetime. It is thus important
to reduce coupling as well as propagation loss in the feedback arm.

Besides using Bragg waveguides from Si [85, 95, 108, 105], polymer [109, 88], or doped silica (SiO2) [110, 111, 61],
spectral filtering and extending the cavity length has mostly been based on microring resonators, employing Si
waveguides [112, 83, 92, 113], SiON [79], SiO2 [91] and Si3N4 [81, 86, 98]. While initially the linewidth was in the
order of hundreds of kilohertz [83, 98] the lowest value obtained with silicon is now 220 Hz [113].

Using silicon waveguides as feedback circuits is beneficial for several reasons. The relatively high index contrast,
∆n ≈ 2 between the Si core and a SiO2 cladding, allows tight guiding that enables using sharply bent waveguides
without much radiation loss. Furthermore, techniques have been developed that allow wafer-scale heterogeneous
integration with InP gain elements based on molecular or adhesive bonding [114, 108]. There, optical coupling to
the gain section is achieved with tapered vertical transitions [115, 105].

However, silicon also introduces a fundamental limitation. The lowest achievable linewidth becomes limited
through nonlinear loss [116] beyond certain intracavity intensities and laser powers, specifically via two-photon
absorption [117]. This limits the linewidth to values above a few hundred Hertz [108]. The reason is that the
photon energy for telecom wavelengths around 1.55 µm (≈ 0.8 eV) is close to the relatively small electronic
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Figure 1: Overview of intrinsic linewidth reported for hybrid or heterogeneously integrated diode lasers. a-[11], b-[79],
c-[80], d-[81], e-[82], f-[83], g-[84], h-[85], i-[86], j-[87], k-[88], l-[89], m-[90], n-[91], o-[92], p-[93], q-[94], r-[95], s-[96],
t-[97], u-[98], v-[99], w-[100], x-[101], y-[102], z-[103], α-[24], β-[104], δ-[105], ε-[106], γ-[107].

Figure 2: (left) Schematic view of a hybrid integrated diode laser with two microring resonators (MRRs) in Vernier
configuration for spectrally selective feedback. The lower left part is a semiconductor double-pass amplifier forming
the gain section (red) with electrodes for pumping (gold) and one of the laser cavity end mirrors. The upper right
part is the waveguide feedback circuit showing Si3N4 waveguides (red), electrode pads and leads (gold) and heaters
(black) for tuning the laser. (right) InP-Si3N4 with three MRRs and a Sagnac loop mirror. (lower) General scheme:
Extending the laser cavity by adding to the gain section of length Lg and double-pass reflectance Ri a long and low-loss
feedback arm of length Lf (Lf � Lg and R0 � Ri) increases the photon lifetime and narrows the laser linewidth. The
overall feedback reflectance is R0(ω)=Rf · T 2

f (ω), where Rf is the end mirror reflectance and Tf (ω) is the single-pass
transmittance of the Vernier filter having a spectral bandwidth ∆νf .
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bandgap of silicon (≈ 1.14 eV, corresponding to 1.1 µm) while the laser intracavity intensities can become high.
Specifically, high intensities easily occur when selecting, within a wide semiconductor gain spectrum with a laser
intracavity spectral filter, single longitudinal mode oscillation in an optically long laser resonator. The reason is
that small-sized (integrated) spectral filters, in order to resolve single modes of the laser resonator, need to have
a high finesse, i.e., they need to exhibit low loss per filter rountrip. Accordingly, there will be a significant power
enhancement in such filters and, due to tight guiding, also high intensities. Avoiding nonlinear loss by reducing the
laser power with weaker pumping (and subsequent amplification) is not a solution because lowering the power of
a laser oscillator increases the intrinsic linewidth as well [55]. These considerations indicate that, after transition
loss between platforms and other linear loss is minimized with advanced fabrication, it is ultimately the electronic
bandgap of the materials chosen for the passive part of the circuit which sets the fundamental linewidth limits.

Dielectric materials, such as Si3N4 and silica (SiO2), provide much larger bandgaps than silicon (≈ 5 eV and
8 eV, respectively) which safely excludes two-photon absorption. The silica platform, having weakly doped silica
as core material, offers extremely low loss and thus narrow linewidth, such as shown with feedback from a straight
Bragg waveguide grating at 1.064 µm [111]. The drawback of silica waveguides is its low index contrast, ∆n = 10−2

to 10−4, which leads to weak optical guiding. Weak guiding restricts silica to circuits with low curvature radius,
i.e., to large circuits with relatively low functionality, making sharp spectral filtering for single-mode selection in
long laser resonators difficult.

Ultimate linewidth narrowing of integrated semiconductor lasers is thus most promising with the Si3N4 plat-
form [118] or other high-contrast and low-loss dielectrics, such as LiNbO3 bonded on insulator [119], LiNbO3 bonded
on silicon nitride [120], Ta2O5 in SiO2 [121] or AlN in SiO2 [122]. A further advantage of high-contrast platforms
is that the mode field diameter can be matched to the relatively small mode field diameter found in semiconductor
amplifier waveguides. With Si3N4, this currently promises coupling loss as low as 0.2 dB [123].

3 Intrinsic linewidth of extended cavity hybrid integrated diode
lasers

Single-frequency oscillation of extended cavity diode lasers is readily obtained by narrowband spectral filtering
within the cavity. This was first demonstrated with a free-space cavity extension and feedback from a bulk diffraction
grating [124]. With an integrated waveguide circuit, much finer narrowband spectral feedback filtering can be
achieved with microring resonators in Vernier configuration. A variety of arrangements for the ring resonators and
the semiconductor gain section is described in [125] for heterogeneously integrated lasers. Determining appropriate
design values for microring radii and power coupling coefficients for a given gain bandwidth is described in [81]
for the example of a hybrid integrated InP-Si3N4 laser with feedback from two waveguide microring resonators as
shown in the upper left panel of Fig. 2. A generic scheme for determining the laser linewidth of such laser, or also
with three or more resonators, is shown in the lower panel.

Precisely predicting the intrinsic linewidth of the laser linewidth of hybrid and heterogeneously integrated diode
lasers is difficult for several reasons. The first is the relatively high complexity of the laser cavity with its feedback
circuitry, as compared to simple Fabry-Perot lasers. Embedding microring resonators inside a laser cavity means
that the temporal response of the cavity cannot be described with a simple exponential decay law. Another aspect is
that the intensity in the gain section, and thus also the spatial distribution of the inversion density, varies notably
with the propagation coordinate, which is due to a relatively high roundtrip loss. This means that standard
simplifications, for instance, the mean field approximation for the gain section, are not well justified. Furthermore,
the linewidth depends on a larger set of experimental parameters, many of which are not well known, such as
the intrinsic losses in the amplifier waveguide, or the coupling loss between the different platforms realized after
integration. Other parameters are difficult to determine because they depend on the laser’s operating conditions.
Examples are pump current induced temperature changes in the waveguide of the semiconductor amplifier causing
thermally induced phase shifts, or the exact relation between heater currents and the optical roundtrip length of
the microring resonator, both depending on details of the heat sink design and fabrication.

The most realistic calculation of all laser properties, including the intrinsic laser linewidth is likely to require
numerical methods, such as based on transmission line models [126, 127]. We have previously used numerical
methods to calculate the intrinsic linewidth for a laser as in Fig. 2, in order to reveal the detailed influence of
coupling losses at the interface of platforms on the linewidth [128]. The closest approximations using analytic
expressions are still given in the early work of Henry [57, 129], Patzak et al. [130], Kazarinov and Henry [131],
Koch and Koren [132], Ujuhara [133] and Bjork and Nilsson [134]. Summarizing all expressions [128] predicts the
intrinsic linewidth as

∆νST =
1

4π
·
v2ghνnspγtotγm(1 + α2

H)

Pb
(

1 + rb
r0(ω)

1−R0(ω)
1−Rb

) · αP
F 2

. (1)

In Eq. 1, vg = cng is the group velocity in the gain section, hν is the photon energy. nsp, assuming typical values
around 2, is the spontaneous emission enhancement factor that takes into account the reduction in inversion due
to reabsorption by valence band electrons. αH > 0 is Henry’s linewidth enhancement factor. The factor describes
the strength of gain-index coupling in the gain section [57], a coupling that is caused by the strongly asymmetric
gain spectrum provided by semiconductor junctions [135]. The linewidth increasing effect associated with αH > 0
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is that spontaneous emission events not only add randomly phased contributions to the laser field. These events,
via a reduction of laser inversion, also increase the refractive index, which increases the phase noise further.

The spatially averaged roundtrip loss coefficient, γm = −1/(2Lg) ln[(RbR0(ω))], is determined by the output
coupling, where Rb = |rb|2 denotes an approximately frequency independent (broadband) power reflectance of the
gain section back facet, and Lg is the length of the gain section. All optical properties of the feedback arm are
lumped into a complex-valued reflectivity spectrum for the electric field, r0(ω). This spectrum contains the optical
length of the feedback arm as a frequency-dependent phase shift, r0(ω) = |r0(ω)|eiφ(ω), and also the overall power
reflectance, R0(ω) = |r0(ω)|2, to include highly frequency selective filtering or output coupling. The feedback arm
reflectance, R0(ω) = Tf (ω)2Rf , is given by the end mirror reflectance, Rf , and the transmission spectrum of the
intracavity spectral filter, Tf (ω). The loss coefficient γtot = −1/(2Lg) ln[(RiR0(ω))] is the spatial average of all
loss per roundtrip. Here Ri = RbT

2
g T

2
c lumps all loss of the remaining roundtrip, i.e., all imperfect transmission

and reflection, into an intrinsic reflectance. The power transmission in a single pass through the gain section is
Tg = e(−γgLg) < 1, with γg the intrinsic passive loss constant of the gain waveguide. Tc < 1 specifies the mode
coupling loss per transmission through the interface between platforms. Pb is the output power from the back diode
facet. The factor in brackets next to Pb is bigger than 1 and accounts for additional output power emitted at other
ports of the laser cavity, for instance Pf in Fig. 2. The longitudinal Petermann factor, αP , is usually very close to
1, except if spontaneous emission becomes strongly amplified in a single-pass due to extremely small feedback (if
Rb, R0 � 1) [133, 129].

Linewidth narrowing via cavity length extension is expressed in Eq. 1 by the factor F as

F = 1 +A+B, (2)

where

A =
1

τg
·
(
dφ0(ω)

dω

)
(3)

and

B =
αH
τg
·
(
d ln |r0(ω)|

dω

)
. (4)

In Eqs. 3 and 4, τg = 2ngLg/c denotes the roundtrip time in the gain section, and φ0(ω) the additional optical
phase accumulated by light when travelling forth and back through the feedback arm.

Term A can be interpreted as the ratio between the optical length of the laser cavity extension and the optical
length of the gain section. Physically, the term describes the factor by which the photon lifetime of the laser is
increased by the additional travel time through the extended cavity, with regard to the roundtrip time through
the solitary diode gain element. It should be noted that the presence of resonators in a Vernier filter increases
the optical length of the feedback arm by a factor that grows linearly with the number of roundtrips through each
resonator. To give an example, we consider a resonator of geometrical length Lr and effective group index neff . For
simplicity we assume that the ad and drop ports are separated by half a roundtrip, Lr/2, and that losses are much
smaller than the power coupling coefficient at the add and drop ports, κ2. Then, at resonance, the optical length of
the resonator becomes multiplied with a roundtrip factor of M = 1/2 + (1−κ2)/κ2, i.e., the effective optical length
of the resonator becomes neffLr ·M . As a consequence, A is biggest, and the length-related linewidth reduction
via F in Eq. 1 is strongest, if the laser frequency is resonant with the Vernier filter frequency.

The term B describes the presence of an additional linewidth reduction mechanism based on gain-index coupling
as expressed by Henry’s factor. However, we note that, due the factor αH in Eq. 4, the B-term based linewidth
reduction can only be present, if αH is nonzero, i.e., if the laser linewidth is already broadened by gain-index
coupling [term (1 + α2

H) in the numerator of Eq. 1]. B is biggest at the rising edge of the Vernier filters reflection
peak, where d ln |r0(ω)|/dω is positive. The effect can be described as a negative optical feedback mechanism, where
making the resonator loss steeply frequency dependent compensates for spontaneous emission-induced index and
frequency changes [136, 125]. Similarly, also the intensity noise can be reduced with frequency dependent loss [137].

To make an optimum choice of parameters when considering the effects that determine the laser linewidth, there
are two main routes to reduce the linewidth. The first and most effective one is to increase the photon lifetime and
thus the phase memory time of the resonator. However, as the intrinsic loss in diode laser amplifiers is high, often
higher than 90% in double pass due to the typically very large values of γg ≈ 103/m, the light in an extended cavity
diode laser essentially performs only a single roundtrip before it is lost. Increasing the photon lifetime can thus not
be achieved with increasing the reflectance of the feedback circuit, R0. Instead, an optically long feedback arm,
Lf � Lg, is required. Via a large value of dφ0(ω)/dω, the feedback essentially works as a double-pass optical delay
line, similar to a delay line in an optoelectronic oscillator [138]. This approach is expected to yield an approximately
quadratic reduction of linewidth vs. increasing length, provided that optical loss in the feedback (and thus also
in the Vernier filter) does not dominate the laser cavity roundtrip loss. The second route to a narrower linewidth
is increasing the laser intracavity power, specifically the power in the gain section, which means that Pb needs to
be increased (or its co-factor in the denominator of Eq. 1 by more power at the other laser ports, e.g., by rising
Pf ). Higher intracavity power improves the ratio of phase preserving stimulated emission over randomly phased
spontaneous emission. With a given laser cavity design, the roundtrip loss is given, such that increasing the power
requires stronger pumping. Via this route Eq. 1 predicts a linewidth narrowing inversely with increasing output
power, i.e., in proportion with X = Pp/Pth− 1, where Pp is the pump power and Pth is the threshold pump power.

To give a quantitative estimate on what intrinsic linewidth values can be expected with low-loss waveguide
feedback circuits, such as with using Si3N4 circuits, Fig. 3 presents a prediction of the linewidth vs. the optical
length of the cavity extension using Eq. 1. The parameters of the calculation are given in the figure caption. To
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Figure 3: Intrinsic laser linewidth of hybrid integrated InP-Si3N4 lasers, calculated as function of the single-pass
optical length of the cavity extension, Lf , using Eq. 1. The length extension includes that light performs multiple
passes through the resonators of a Vernier filter circuit. The parameters used for calculation are Pb=1 mW, Rb=90%,
Rf=50%, Tc=90%. For the other parameters typical values are taken as in [128, 139]. The actual amount of feedback
from the extended cavity arm to the gain section, i.e., the value of Tf , depends on the waveguide loss constant in the
feedback circuitry, which we have varied between zero and 100 dB/m. Similar values can be found in [139].

provide a conservative estimate, and in order to avoid discussing specifically designed Vernier transmission spectra
for each feedback length, the calculations are performed with setting B to zero. This corresponds to the laser
frequency tuned to the center of the Vernier resonance, such as for maximizing the laser power. If taking B into
account, via proper tuning to exploit the the mentioned negative optical feedback, a factor in the order of α2

H

narrower linewidth may still be achieved. This would require a proper fine-tuning of the laser frequency to the
low-frequency side of the Vernier resonance, for instance, with an adjustable phase section in the feedback circuit or
with a pump current fine-tuning to provide a phase shift in the gain section. The calculations show that feedback
circuits with less than 2 dB waveguide loss and being 1 m long promise linewidths as narrow as a few Hertz.
Such loss and length requirements appear realistic, when comparing with previously demonstrated values. The
lowest propagation loss observed in Si3N4 waveguides is below 0.1 dB/m [140]. Meter-sized and highly frequency
selective coupled-resonator circuits have been realized as well with the Si3N4 platform [141], such that reaching a
1-Hz-linewidth seems possible with a dedicated laser design.

In the following we present a set of recent examples of hybrid integrated InP-Si3N4 diode lasers that we have
fabricated and characterized, in order to give an overview on current and future options for versatile on-chip light
sources.

4 Hybrid lasers with two microring resonators and single gain
section

For stable operation the hybrid lasers are usually assembled in a butterfly package as shown in Fig. 4. The package
contains a Peltier element and thermistor for temperature control and stabilization of the laser chip. The bond pads
on the chip are wire bonded to the butterfly pins for electrical access. Single-mode polarization maintaining fibers
are attached to the output waveguides. The fiber is terminated with an angled facet FC/APC connector to prevent
undesired reflections back into the laser. The lasers are operated after mounting on printed circuit boards that
provide multi-channel USB-controlled voltages and currents to the laser. LabVIEW or Python interfaces simplify
retrieving measurement data and enable a systematic and reproducible characterization of the lasers’ properties. If
required, software feedback loops can be programmed that automatically optimize the laser output during parameter
sweeps.

In Fig. 5 the fiber-coupled output power of a laser with two microring resonators is shown as function of
the amplifier current. The Vernier filter, having a free spectral range (FSR) of 50 nm, was set to a wavelength of
1576 nm, which is near the optimum settings for this laser. This particular laser possesses a tunable output coupling
between the gain section and Vernier filter, realized as a tunable Mach-Zehnder interferometer. In addition, the
cavity length can be adjusted with a 2π-phase shifter located between gain section and Vernier filter. When only
increasing the amplifier current, while keeping all other laser parameters constant, the output power shows an
overall increase which is, however, interrupted by power drops (blue dots). These power drops are likely initiated
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Figure 4: (left) Photograph of the integrated Si3N4 and InP chips in comparison with a one-Euro-coin. (right) The
hybrid integrated laser packaged into a standard butterfly housing. The generated light leaves the Si3N4 waveguide
via single-mode, polarization maintaining fibers.
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Figure 5: Fiber-coupled output power of a hybrid integrated InP-Si3N4 laser measured as function of the amplifier
current (blue circles). The laser wavelength is set to 1576 nm via a Vernier filter formed by two tunable microring
resonators. The tunable output coupler is set to 80% outcoupling. With automatically maximizing the output via a
phase shifter between gain section and Vernier filter (auto tuning), the output power is steadily increasing with pump
current (red crosses).

by a rise of temperature in the gain waveguide with increasing pump current [142], leading to a change in refractive
index. This tunes the overall laser cavity length and eventually brings the oscillating cavity mode out of resonance
with the Vernier filter, seen as a power drop. With further increasing the pump current, a next cavity mode comes
into Vernier resonance (longitudinal mode hop) which increases the output power again. The described mechanism
involves a hysteresis because the index of the gain section is intensity dependent due to gain-index coupling, and
because changing the optical power levels changes also the thermal conditions.

To obtain a continuously increasing output power, we use an automatic readjustment of the optical cavity length
by adjusting the phase section for maximize output power. With the automatic phase tuning turned on, the laser
output is seen to increase approximately continuously with pump current (red crosses). With the investigated laser
we measure a maximum fiber-coupled optical power of 24 mW, which is more than the previous reported values of
1.7 mW [139], 7.4 mW [81], and 10 mW [143] obtained with similar lasers. When increasing the output coupling
from zero to 100%, the threshold current increases from 8 to 19 mA, and the slope efficiency increases from zero to
0.13 mW/mA.

To demonstrate that the laser can cover a broad spectral bandwidth with single-frequency output, Fig. 6 shows
a series of superimposed laser output spectra recorded with an optical spectrum analyzer. The individual, single-
frequency spectra are obtained by tuning both resonators in the Vernier filter. In the example shown here the
wavelength steps are approximately 5 nm. The side mode suppression ratio is as high as 63 dB, measured with
0.01 nm resolution near 1550 nm wavelength. The broadest tuning range is observed with the amplifier set to its
specified maximum current of 300 mA. We note that the Vernier FSR of 50 nm would normally limit laser operation
to a 50 nm wide interval as well, after which the output wavelength would hop back to the beginning of the interval.
However, we note that also the output coupler is spectrally dependent, and that this dependence can be tuned.
We made use of this extra tunability to extend the spectral coverage by more than a factor of two, to a range of
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Figure 6: Spectral coverage (tuning range) of the hybrid integrated laser obtained with stepwise tuning the Vernier
filter, followed by adjustment of the phase section for maximum power. The output coupling was set to about 80%
and the pump current to its maximum value of 300 mA. The individual spectra are recorded with 0.1 nm resolution
bandwidth as measured with the OSA. The measurements show a spectral coverage of 120 nm, which is the widest
range achieved for hybrid or heterogeneously integrated InP lasers.

120 nm. This exceeds the so far widest range of 75 nm obtained with a monolithically integrated InP laser [144]
and also the 110-nm range obtained with a heterogeneously integrated InP laser [113], while also providing an order
of magnitude more power at the edges of the tuning range.

For determining the intrinsic linewidth, we measured the power spectral density (PSD) of frequency noise with a
high-finesse resonator that is slowly locked to the average laser wavelength (HighFinesse LWA-1k-1550). Frequency
noise spectra display the squared and averaged frequency excursions with regard to the average frequency versus
the radio frequency, f , at which they occur. Slow frequency excursions are usually largest, and become smaller with
increasing frequency, often with approximately a 1/f -law [145], also named flicker noise or technical noise. At high
noise frequencies, the spectrum flattens off to a certain white noise level [53]. The height of the white-noise level is
proportional to the intrinsic laser linewidth with a factor of π if the spectrum is measured single-sided, and with a
factor of 2π for double-sided spectra [145, 146]. To obtain the lowest linewidth, we used a low-noise current source
(ILX Lightwave LDX-3620). For the PSD measurement, the laser output was set to 10 mw at 1550 nm, with the
phase section set to maximize the output.

Figure 7 shows the measured frequency noise spectrum, displaying 1/f -noise and levelling off at 700±200 Hz2/Hz
beyond 1 MHz noise frequency. Spurious narrowband peaks can be observed, which we address to RF-pickup. The
intrinsic linewidth determined from the upper limit of the white-noise part in the spectrum is 2.2±0.7 kHz. This
value is clearly smaller than the 24-kHz linewidth reported before for a similar hybrid laser with 2 ring resonators [86].
We address this mainly to the higher laser power (24 mW vs. 4.7 mW). We note that, meanwhile, we achieve as the
fiber coupled output from the described type of laser reliably a power above 40 mW, and sometimes above 50 mW.

5 High power hybrid integrated lasers with two gain sections

Basically all applications of integrated lasers would benefit from increasing the available output power. An obvious
advantage lies in easier overcoming the pump threshold of integrated nonlinear oscillators, e.g., parametric oscillators
such as Kerr comb generators, or Brillouin lasers. Another advantage of higher laser power is that the signal-to-
noise ratio in the after detection increases proportional to the optical power, because the RF signal power increases
quadratically with the optical power whereas the RF shot noise power increases linearly. Therefore, higher output
power enables, for instance in sensing, to increase the fundamental sensitivity or speed of detection. Similarly in
fiber communications and microwave photonics, the ultimate (quantum limited) signal-to-noise power ratio of RF
signal transmission through analog photonic links increases in proportion with the optical power [147].

In addition to the named fundamental noise, of which the influence can be reduced via increased power, lasers
often show excess noise, i.e., power fluctuations caused by technical perturbations. A standard measure to quantify
the total noise is the so-called relative intensity noise, RIN, which entails measuring the average power fluctuation
divided by the average power. The importance of reducing RIN is given by the circumstance that all optical
measurements, e.g. also of wavelength or linewidth, are finally based on photodetection where RIN forms a limiting
factor [72]. Because the RF powers belonging to RIN and to a signal both grow quadratically with the optical
power, whereas the shot noise power grows only proportionally, the effect of RIN becomes ultimately domninant.
In this case, the noise can only be reduced with reducing the RIN of the laser, which underlines the importance of
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Figure 7: Single-sided frequency noise power spectral density of a hybrid integrated laser with two Si3N4 microring
resonators as Vernier filter. The spectrum is measured at a wavelength of 1550 nm with a pump current of 300 mA.
Taking the average noise between 1.3 and 3.5 MHz as the upper limit for the white noise level of the laser, we obtain
a white-noise level of 700 Hz2/Hz (dashed line). This value, via multiplying with π, corresponds to an intrinsic laser
linewidth of 2.2 kHz.

lasers with low RIN. Only if RIN is not dominant, the signal to noise ratio can be increased with increasing the
power, and the transition between RIN and shot noise determines the maximum useful power. Optimum is thus to
realize RIN as low as shot noise at maximum power.

Hybrid and heterogeneous integrated diode laser are very attractive for integration in photonic circuits. However,
even if offering ultra-narrow linewidth, such lasers have so far been limited to an output in the order of 25 mW,
and also the RIN-levels should be reduced. Here, we present, a hybrid integrated diode laser with so far the highest
output power, and with a RIN-level close to the shot-noise (quantum) limit.

The functional design of the waveguide circuit of the laser is shown in Fig. 8. To increase the output power,
two 700 µm long prototype semiconductor amplifiers are used, one at each end of the laser cavity. The HR coated
back facets of the gain elements form the two cavity end mirrors. A Si3N4 waveguide circuit is used for low-loss
extension of the cavity length by multiple roundtrips through two micro-resonators in Vernier configuration (FSR
208 GHz and 215 GHz). The Vernier filter, used as intracavity frequency selective mirror, is passed twice per cavity
roundtrip which yields a longer cavity length and sharper spectral filtering in comparison to using a Vernier filter
inside a loop mirror. The bi-directional output from a tunable Mach-Zehnder output coupler is superimposed into
a single output waveguide with a second tunable coupler. The pump current to the gain sections as well as the
thermo-optically controlled tuning of the ring resonators and couplers can be individually adjusted. The output is
coupled to a standard polarization maintaining fiber with a coupling loss of 0.5 dB.

Fig. 9 shows the output power of this novel type of laser measured versus the total pump current. When
applying a pump current of 300 mA to both gain sections, we achieve a maximum fiber coupled output power of
105 mW. This corresponds to an on-chip power of 117 mW. To our knowledge these values are the highest power
ever achieved with a hybrid or heterogeneously integrated diode laser [148]. Comparing with the output from a
single gain section integrated with a similar Si3N4 feedback waveguide circuit shows that using two gain sections
doubles the output power. Measuring the output versus tuning of the Vernier filter we observe more than 70 mW
of fiber coupled output across a 100 nm wide range (from 1470 to 1570 nm), with a side mode suppression ratio of
more than 50 dB.

For characterizing the noise properties of the laser we measured frequency noise and intensity noise. Amplitude
spectra of frequency noise are measured at frequencies of up to 30 MHz (HighFinesse LWA-1k-1550). We note that
beyond 10 to 20 MHz, the spectra are dominated by electronic noise and thus cannot be reliably addressed to laser
noise. Relative intensity noise spectra are recorded by sending the laser output power to a fast photodiode and
recording the signal with a 25-GHz-RF spectrum analyzer.

Fig. 10 (left panel) shows a frequency noise spectrum recorded with 100 mA pump current to both gain sections
(approximately 40 mW output power). This specific current was chosen because here the laser shows single-
frequency oscillation near the gain maximum without the need to apply additional tuning voltages across the
waveguide heaters. Turning off the heater voltages was found to reduce pickup noise from the heater drivers. The
intrinsic linewidth corresponding to the upper limit of white noise in the spectrum is about 320 Hz.

Compared to the linewidth of a laser with a single gain section described above, we address the 7-times lower
linewidth to two main differences. The first is that the laser power is about 4-times higher, which should yield
an 4-times narrower linewidth. The second difference is that the Vernier filter is not used as end mirror but as
intracavity filter. In this case, with each laser cavity roundtrip, the light has to pass twice through the Vernier
filter, which doubles the effect of cavity length extension. From the resonator-based part of length extension, given
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Figure 8: (upper) Functional design of the dual-gain laser waveguide circuitry. Two gain sections with HR coated back
facets form the two ends of the laser cavity. The intracavity Vernier filter (frequency selective mirror) is passed twice
per cavity roundtrip. Two adjustable couplers divert the laser output to a single output port. (lower) Photograph of
a dual-gain laser.
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Figure 9: Output power of hybrid integrated diode laser with two gain sections (dual-gain laser) measured versus the
pump current. Data points are connected with dashed lines in order to guide the eye. The maximum fiber coupled
output is 105 mW, which corresponds to 117 mW at the on-chip output port.
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Figure 10: (left) Single-sided frequency noise amplitude spectrum of a dual-gain hybrid integrated laser. The upper
limit for the white noise level between 1 and 2 MHz corresponds to an intrinsic linewidth of 320 Hz. (right) The
lowest relative intensity noise (RIN) is about -170 dBc/Hz, which is close to the electronic background of detection
and also close to the calculated quantum (shot noise) limit of -172 dBc/Hz.

that the resonators have the same lengths and coupling coefficients (10%) as in the single-gain laser, we estimate
that the dual-gain laser possesses a factor of 1.3 longer optical roundtrip length. In Eq. 3 this corresponds to
a factor 1.3 larger frequency dependence of the phase shift, which yields a factor of 1.8 linewidth reduction in
Eq. 2, giving a total linewidth reduction by a factor of 6.4 in Eq. 1, which is in reasonable agreement with the
experimental linewidth ratio. A dependence of the linewidth upon fine-tuning via the B-term in Eq. 4, as seen in
si-InP lasers [113] is currently being investigated.

The measured RIN spectrum is shown as the blue trace in the right panel of Fig. 10. It can be seen that the
noise is very low, near the electronic background noise (orange trace). The optical noise is generally at the level
of -170 dBc/Hz, except for noise values near -165 dBc/Hz in smaller intervals below 7 GHz. For comparison we
calculate the shot-noise limited RIN from SI,sn(f) = (2hν)/P0 for a laser power of P0=40 mW at a light frequency
of ν=193 THz, from which we obtain a value of -172 dBc/Hz. The comparison shows that the laser intensity noise is
within a few dB of the shot-noise level, i.e., the intensity noise is approximately as low as the fundamental quantum
limit and almost free of technical noise.

Summarizing these experimental data, hybrid integrated lasers with two gain sections appear very promising
for delivering a so far unmatched combination of highest optical power, ultra-low linewidth and lowest intensity
noise near the quantum limit. Such type of hybrid integrated lasers therefore look very promising for on-chip
optical carrier generation in integrated microwave photonics. A thorough investigation of detailed properties and
implementation in photonic circuits is underway.

6 Hybrid integrated laser with record-low linewidth

In the previous sections, intrinsic linewidths below 2.2 kHz and 320 Hz are reported with single and dual-gain
lasers, respectively. Further line narrowing should be possible with further increasing the laser intracavity power.
However, this would require to integrate even more or stronger gain sections while, according to Eq. 1, one expects
line narrowing only inversely proportional with power. A somewhat more attractive option is to extend the cavity
length because of two reasons. First, making use of a given power, it can solely be based on extending the passive
part of the laser cavity, i.e., the effective length of the Si3N4 circuitry. Second, the linewidth narrowing follows a
steeper law, i.e., a quadratic decrease of linewidth with increasing cavity length, via the F 2-factor in the denominator
in Eq. 1. Obtaining a quadratic decrease requires, however, that the active and passive roundtrip loss, expressed by
γm and γtot, do not increase too much with increasing cavity length. The regime of quadratic reduction of linewidth
with cavity length can also be noticed in Fig. 3 as a negative slope of magnitude 2, until the overall loss in the
cavity extension (expressed by 1−R0) becomes relevant compared to the intrinsic loss as expressed by 1−Ri.

In pursuing this strategy we follow up an earlier version with a prototype gain element and 290 Hz linewidth [98].
The improved version presented here [107] uses a slightly more powerful gain element, however, the main difference
to the lasers discussed in the previous sections is an about 10-times longer optical cavity roundtrip length of ≈ 0.5
m on the feedback chip. The 1000 µm long diode amplifier carries a 90% reflective coating at its back facet and
is optically coupled with a low-loss Si3N4 circuit. The circuit comprises three cascaded microring resonators, each
equipped with 10% power couplers. The microring resonators possess radii of R = 99, 102 µm (average FSR
278 GHz, quality factor Q ≈ 2, 000), and R = 1485 µm (FSR 18.6 GHz, Q ≈ 290, 000). The waveguide end mirror
is formed by a Sagnac loop mirror, such that the three micro resonators are passed twice per laser cavity roundtrip.
For low-noise pumping of the gain section we use a battery-driven power supply (ILX Lightwave, LDX-3620).

Regarding the coarse operation parameters, the laser shows similar properties as the lasers with two microring
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Figure 11: (upper) Example of a single-sided power spectrum of frequency noise recorded with a hybrid integrated
laser with three microring resonators, operating at an output power of 3 mW. The maximum white noise level of
65 Hz2/Hz between 1 and 2 MHz corresponds to an intrinsic linewidth of about 210 Hz. (lower) Lorentzian linewidth
component measured as function the laser output power which is proportional to the pump threshold factor, X. The
solid curve shows the theoretically expected inverse dependence on the output power, according to Eq. 1. The lowest
linewidth achieved with this laser is 40 Hz, measured with a pump current of 255 mA.

resonators. The threshold pump current is about 42 mA and a maximum fiber coupled output power from the
Sagnac output port is 23 mW at a pump current of 320 mA. The spectral coverage of the laser with more than
1 mW single-frequency output is wider than 70 nm, with a side mode suppression higher than 60 dB. Thermo-optic
tuning by acting on the heater of the ring resonators can be done via longitudinal mode hops in steps of 2 nm and
0.15 nm, which are the FSRs of the small and big microring resonators. Fine tuning can be achieved either with
small changes of the diode pump current, by acting on the heaters of the Mach-Zehnder coupler for the Sagnac
loop mirror, or with a phase section between the microring resonators and the gain section.

Figure 11 summarizes spectral linewidth measurements using delayed self-heterodyne detection performed with
two independent setups. The first uses a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with 5.4 m optical arm length difference, a
40-MHz acousto-optic modulator, and two photodiodes for balanced detection. The beat signal is recorded versus
time and analyzed with a computer to obtain the power spectral density of frequency noise. The second uses an
arm length difference of 20 km and an 80-MHz modulator. Here the time-averaged power spectrum of the beat
signal is recorded with an RF spectrum analyzer. The beat spectra resemble Voigt profiles, where the Lorentzian
linewidth component is given by the intrinsic white-noise component in the spectral power density [53]. We obtain
the intrinsic component with Lorentzian fits to the wings of the measured RF line where the Lorentzian shape
is minimally obstructed, i.e., avoiding the low-frequency noise regime near the line center, as well as the range
close to the electronic noise floor. Linewidth measurements are carried out at various different pump currents at a
wavelength near the center of the gain spectrum.
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The upper panel of Fig. 11 displays an example of a frequency noise spectrum, recorded at relatively low output
power of 3 mW (85 mW pump current). The spectrum shows a number of narrow peaks due to RF pickup and,
after levelling off at about 65 Hz2/Hz, shows a slight rise, likely due to electronic amplifier noise. In spite of the
relatively low laser power, the corresponding intrinsic linewidth is rather narrow, 210 Hz, which is thus clearly
the effect of a long resonator providing a long photon lifetime. The lower panel of the figure shows how the laser
linewidth decreases with increasing pump power. The latter is expressed as increasing threshold factor, which
specifies the normalized pump power above threshold, X, which is proportional to the laser output power. The
various symbols indicate measurements during up and down scans of the pump current (filled and unfilled symbols,
respectively). The smallest linewidth obtained from the frequency noise spectrum recorded at the highest pump
current of 255 mA [107]) is about 40 Hz, indicated by the round filled symbol at X = 5.17. The power dependent
linewidth is in good agreement with the theoretically expected decrease with laser power, following a 1/X-power
dependence (red fit curve).

An important observation in Fig. 11 is that the measured linewidth narrowing does not show any saturation
with output power, while other lasers often display a lowest linewidth-value, or even an linewidth increase vs.
power [116, 108, 149, 150, 151]. A possible explanation for down-scalability of the linewidth with power, here and
even more so with the dual-gain laser, is the absence of noticeable nonlinear effects in the laser cavity, specifically, in
the Si3N4 feedback resonators where the power is highest. For instance, we estimate [107] that, with output powers of
a few tens of mW, several Watt of power can be present in the microring resonators, which corresponds to intensities
of several hundred MW/cm2. Such intensities would lead to significant nonlinear loss in other waveguide materials,
specifically in semiconductors due to a much smaller bandgap. In the Si3N4 platform, such losses are many orders
of magnitude lower [152]. Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is another effect that can manifest as a nonlinear
loss in the laser feedback circuit. This process is mediated by optoacoustic interactions in a medium, and has been
observed in various waveguide platforms including silica [16], silicon [153], and silicon nitride [154]. The strength
(or the intrinsic gain) of SBS is mainly dictated by the material properties, including refractive index, acoustic
damping, and photoeleastic constant, as well as the optoacoustic overlap of the waveguiding structure [155]. This
intrinsic gain is very small in the silicon nitride waveguide geometry used in the feedback circuit. When compared
to silicon the SBS intrinsic gain of silicon nitride is approximately 130 times lower, so the SBS effect is negligible
in the feedback circuit.

The absence of noticeable nonlinear loss opens the interesting potential for power based linewidth narrowing
to an extent that is not possible with hybrid or heterogeneous integration of silicon-photonic circuits, or with fully
monolithic semiconductor lasers. Summarizing this section, the intrinsic linewidth of 40 Hz, as is also plotted in
Fig. 1 as uppermost and latest data point, is the smallest value ever measured with any hybrid or heterogeneously
integrated diode laser. We conclude that further upscaling of the resonator length to the order of meters on a
chip [141] with simultaneously increased power appears very promising for approaching the 1-Hz linewidth level.

7 Dual-wavelength, multi-wavelength and visible wavelength lasers

So far we have described work on hybrid integrated lasers that provide a continuous-wave output in the form of
a spectrally narrowband, single optical frequency with constant power. However, there is highest interest also in
multi-frequency sources, so-called optical frequency combs or mode-locked light sources, specifically, for dual-comb
sensing [31], metrology [156], coherent optical communications [39], and microwave photonics [46]. Similarly, dual-
wavelength lasers are of great importance for optical generation and distribution of high-purity microwave and
THz radiation, for communication, sensing and metrology [157]. Finally, hybrid lasers with high coherence and
wavelength tunable output will find numerous applications when realizing them in various different wavelength
ranges. For instance, improved time-keeping on board of satellites requires narrow linewidth integrated lasers at a
larger variety of wavelengths in the infrared and visible. For instance, operating a Sr lattice clock [158] requires a
narrow linewidth at 698 nm and also at further transitions to provide excitation, re-pumping or trapping. Other
applications for narrow linewidth visible lasers on a chip will be found in quantum technology and sensing [159,
160, 161]. Classical sensing benefits as well from visible narrow linewidth sources, such as cavity-enhanced Raman
detection [162] of gases. In the following we report some of our experimental progress and preparations on hybrid
integrated diode comb lasers, dual-frequency diode lasers and hybrid integrated lasers for the visible range.

7.1 Diode comb lasers

For exploiting the full potential in applications, there are two central requirements regarding the coherence of comb
sources. The first is a highly equidistant spacing of the comb lines with fixed mutual phasing. This is usually
fulfilled without additional effort, because mutual phase locking via injection locking through nonlinear sideband
generation is what underlies all mode-locking mechanisms. The second requirement is that the spectral linewidth
of the individual comb lines has to be extremely narrow, preferably in the kHz range or below. This corresponds
to a low jitter in time-resolved detection, and is also what enables coherent multi-heterodyne (e.g., dual-comb)
measurements with phase sensitivity and maximum signal-to-noise ratio [163].

Most attractive candidates for applications are chip-based diode laser frequency combs [27], due to their direct
excitation with an electric current. However, diode laser combs usually fail to meet the requirement for narrowband
comb lines. Just as with single-frequency lasers, the reason is a short photon lifetime due to a short cavity length,
high optical roundtrip loss, and strong gain-index coupling. With monolithically integrated diode lasers, even with
an extended cavity length, the linewidths typically remain in the MHz-range [164].
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Figure 12: (left) Schematic diagram of the hybrid waveguide laser. The back facet of the gain element (RSOA)
is HR coated for a reflectance R1=90%. The Si3N4 circuit contains a phase section, and a Vernier feedback circuit
(blue shaded area) with an effective power reflectance R0 based on microring resonators (MRRs) with radii ρ1=136.5
µm and ρ2=140.9 µm and power coupling coefficient κ2=10%. The phase section and the MRRs can be tuned using
resistive electric heaters. (right) Calculated transmission spectrum of the Vernier filter (solid blue line) and center
frequencies of the longitudinal laser cavity modes (gray solid and dashed lines). The mode frequencies are tuned via
the phase section to establish equal transmission through the Vernier filter for two neighboring modes (1) and (2).
Nonlinear generation of optical beat frequencies is then found to generate a frequency comb.

In terms of cavity lifetime and thus the intrinsic linewidth, Kerr combs form a highly promising alternative to
diode laser combs, especially since their recent hybrid integration with diode pump lasers [24, 25] within the same
integrated photonic circuit. The reason for a long cavity lifetime is low roundtrip loss in Kerr resonators, due to
fabrication with a dielectric (large electronic bandgap) waveguide platform. This provides a narrow linewidth of the
individual comb frequencies and also a much wider spectral coverage than with lasers. On the other hand, in Kerr
comb oscillators the photon lifetime cannot be extended much with a longer cavity length, because the oscillation
threshold goes up with the mode volume. The main disadvantage of Kerr comb oscillators, compared to diode laser
combs, is essentially the introduction of an additional pump threshold and a generally higher complexity. In order
to bypass the latter, chip-based frequency comb lasers with an extended cavity have already been investigated in
the form of heterogeneously integrated mode-locked lasers [165, 166]. The narrowest intrinsic linewidth reported so
far for a passively mode-locked and heterogeneously integrated InP-Si laser is 250 kHz [27].

In order to provide narrower linewidth in diode laser combs we have investigated comb generation with a hybrid
integrated InP-Si3N4 laser as shown in Fig. 12 [167]. We use a standard low loss Si3N4 feedback circuit to increase
the photon lifetime and thereby decrease the intrinsic linewidth of the individual comb frequencies. With essentially
the same basic circuitry as was presented in Sect. 4 for single-frequency generation, we extend the optical cavity
roundtrip length to approximately 6 cm. However, to generate a frequency comb with mutually phase-locked phases,
we adjust the phase section for achieving equal transmission through the Vernier filter for two neighboring modes
as depicted in the right panel of Fig. 12. Once the laser oscillates at these two modes simultaneously through well-
balanced roundtrip losses, nonlinear mixing in the semiconductor gain section generates further optical sidebands.
The newly generated sidebands are amplified in the laser gain, establishing a frequency comb.

It is important to note in Fig. 12 that the calculated center frequencies of the cold cavity modes are not
exactly equidistant. This is due to the dispersion of the transmission resonance of the microrings. In Eq. 3 this is
expressed as non-linear frequency dependence of the roundtrip phase through the Vernier filter, which corresponds
to a frequency dependent cavity length. If the laser would just display multi-mode oscillation with random mutual
phasing, one would observe a distribution of different beat frequencies in the laser output due to the non-equidistant
cold-cavity modes. On the contrary, if the laser is mode locked, i.e., having mutually phase-locked modes, this would
be seen as a single beat frequency, due to a uniform (equidistant) spacing of the light frequencies.

Fig. 13 shows a measured comb spectrum (left panel) comprising 17 lines. The lines are strictly equidistant
with a spacing of 5.5 GHz within the optical resolution of the spectrum. The right panel displays a calculated
spectrum, obtained with a tranmission line model [127] as described in [128]. It can be seen that there is good
agreement with the experimental data. To verify the equidistance of the experimental comb lines more precisely,
we recorded the RF mode beating with a fast photodiode and a RF spectrum analyzer. The measurements show a
single and narrowband RF frequency at around 5.5 GHz which corresponds to the beating of directly neighboring
modes, and shows narrowband harmonics of the beat due to beating of modes with non-direct neighbors. The single
fundamental beat frequency shows a narrow intrinsic linewidth of approximately 18 kHz. We recall as described
with Fig. 12 that the absence of mode-locking would generate multiple fundamental beat frequencies due to the
non-equidistant spacing of the cold cavity. Having observed a single, narrow linewidth fundamental beat frequency
proves an equal spacing of the generated light frequencies with high precision, i.e., it confirms that the generated
frequency comb is mode-locked (phase-locked).

At this point one may wonder why laser oscillation off the center of the cold cavity modes is possible here.
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Figure 13: (left) Frequency comb spectrum generated with a hybrid-integrated InP-Si3N4 laser. The total fiber-
coupled output power is 2 mW. (right) Calculated frequency comb spectrum using the experimental parameters as
listed in the appendix of [167]. The calculation is based on a transmission line model to represent the spatial, spectral
and temporal distribution of light and charge carriers in the gain section, while using an analytically calculated,
complex-valued field amplitude reflectivity spectrum to model the feedback circuit [128].

The reason is the high laser cavity roundtrip loss, which imposes a wide band width on the cold cavity mode. As
described in Sect. 3, and to more detail in Ref. [107], the laser roundtrip losses are high. This is mainly due to
the high intrinsic waveguide loss in semiconductor amplifiers, and due to loss caused by integration with a different
waveguide platform, as was expressed as a low effective reflectance Ri in Fig. 2. Our estimates show that Ri is
rather small, in the order of a few percent, with approximately 98% of the light lost per roundtrip. Calculating the
according FWHM spectral bandwidth of the cavity then yields values larger than the mode spacing. This is what
enables mode-locking even far off the mode center frequencies.

Having demonstrated frequency comb generation, the central point and main motivation of the investigation was
to narrow the intrinsic linewidth of single comb lines via an extended photon lifetime gained by hybrid integration
with a low-loss Si3N4 circuit. To measure the linewidth of single comb lines, we performed beat measurements
between the hybrid laser and an independent reference laser. As reference laser we used an extended cavity laser
(SANTEC TSL-210) with an intrinsic linewidth of 6 kHz. This value was determined with delayed self-heterodyne
measurements as described in Sect. 6. The beat measurements with the hybrid laser yielded very narrow intrinsic
linewidths of the individual comb lines, with an average value as small as 34 kHz. This values is a factor 7 lower
than the previously smallest linewidth for any chip integrated frequency comb diode laser [27].

We note that the observed linewidth already approaches similar values as Kerr combs pumped by narrow-
linewidth diode lasers [24]. In that sense, the approach to control frequency comb diode lasers with low-loss hybrid
integrated circuits bears much promise, because one can hope to reach ultra-narrowband linewidth of the comb
lines similar to the 40-Hz-level described in Sect. 6 and further progressing towards the 1-Hz-level as extrapolated in
Fig. 3. On the other hand, hard challenges are to be faced. A first challenge is that cavity extension via microring
resonators does not allow to generate wide combs due to sharp frequency selection. A possible path towards broader
comb spectra is using modified feedback circuits with a spectrally flattened transmission. Another challenge lies in
the circumstance that extending the cavity for linewidth narrowing reduces the cavity mode spacing and thus lowers
the generated RF beat frequencies. While this is convenient for detection with low-speed electronics equipment,
certain applications have much stronger interest in increasing the mode beating frequency into the GHz and THz
range. This might require to restrict oscillation to only a few modes at large spectral distance, in spite of dense
cavity mode spacing.

7.2 Dual-wavelength lasers

In order to investigate such scenarios we are currently investigating hybrid lasers with two separately adjustable
Vernier filters to provide, in a first step, dual-wavelength sources for generation of microwave and THz signals. Dual-
wavelength sources have been investigated extensively using a large variety of different approaches. This includes
rare-earth-doped bulk solid state lasers [157] and fiber lasers, the latter yielding linewidths of the microwave beat
frequency in the order of 80 kHz [168]. Aiming on applications where size, weight and power consumption are
highly important, rare-earth-doped waveguide lasers have widely been explored as well [169]. However, these lasers
require optical pumping which introduces additional complexity, whereas semiconductor lasers operate with direct
electronic pumping.

In order to synchronize the frequency fluctuations at the two output wavelengths for providing a narrow linewidth
of the beat, there was early work on DBR lasers with gratings containing two spatial periods, operated with a
single gain section. There was, however, no report on the linewidth of the individual laser wavelengths or the beat
frequency output [170]. A dual wavelength laser at 1.35 µm was reported based on two transverse gratings and
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Figure 14: Schematic waveguide design of the hybrid integrated dual-wavelength laser. Two separately tunable
Vernier mirrors are used for feedback to the same gain section. A tunable coupler allows to adjust the relative
strength of feedback from the two Vernier mirrors, in order to maintain dual-wavelength oscillation in spite of gain
competition.

where the modes spatially overlap to a degree that increases with power[171]. Indeed, with FWHM linewidths of
60 MHz for the individual lasers the beat showed common-mode noise rejection seen as the beat linewidth reducing
from 140 to 40 MHz with increasing power. High power output of more than 70 mW was demonstrated with
two separate Bragg lasers, i.e., with two gratings surrounding two gain sections and the output combined with a
Y-junction and being subsequently amplified [172]. However, the intrinsic linewidth of the individual lasers was
not narrower than 900 kHz. A monolithically integrated dual-wavelength DBR laser in the 1.3 µm range was
realized for THz generation [173]. Individual laser linewidths between 6 and 9 MHz were measured, depending on
where the laser operates within its few-nanometer tuning range. The linewidth of the THz radiation was not given,
likely, because it is very difficult to measure electronically at high THz frequencies. It remained thus open whether
operation in the same cavity, with the same gain section and a dual-period gratings had synchronized the optical
frequency fluctuations for a line narrowing of the THz signal below the individual optical linewidths. At lower beat
frequencies around 100 GHz, the lowest FWHM linewidth of beat frequencies were generated with monolithically
integrated lasers based on arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG) and reached 250 kHz [48] and 56 kHz [174]. The work
that comes closest to our own investigations is the recent realization of two hybrid integrated diode lasers with the
same Si3N4 waveguide chip, although with separate feedback circuits [175]. The lasers described here are based on
two separate semiconductor gain sections, InP and GaAs, to obtain simultaneous operation at two largely different
wavelengths, near 1.5 and 1 µm. A promising application would be driving difference-frequency generation at 3 to
5 µm wavelength in a compact format, such as for mid-IR molecular fingerprint detection. The intrinsic spectral
linewidths of the individual lasers were measured as 18 and 70 kHz, respectively.

In our work in progress, we realized a dual-wavelength laser based on dual Vernier feedback with a single gain
section as shown in Fig. 14. Two equally dimensioned Vernier feedback circuits, each equipped with two tunable
microring resonators are used to initiate laser oscillation at two widely and independently tunable wavelengths.
The same gain chip is used for amplification at both wavelengths. This aims on synchronizing the influence of
index fluctuations on the respective cavity lengths, i.e., on common-mode noise rejection reducing the linewidth of
the beat frequency. In order to counteract spectral condensation to a single wavelength via gain competition, the
relative strengths of feedback from the Vernier circuits can be adjusted with a tunable Mach-Zehnder coupler. The
superimposed output can be monitored at two exit ports.

Fig. 15 displays two output spectra obtained with an optical spectrum analyzer set to 1 nm resolution, and one
spectrum measured with a RF spectrum analyzer behind a fast photodiode. The upper panel shows the spectrum
after tuning the two wavelengths to a separation of 12 nm (1.5 THz) measured with the optical spectrum analyzer.
The side mode suppression with regard to the spontaneous emission background is between 40 and 50 dB. The
specific spectral shape of the background, with a minimum at around 1510 nm, is caused by a small path length
difference of the Mach-Zehnder arms of the tunable coupler. This can be concluded because the wavelength of the
minimum is adjustable with the heaters on top of the coupler. The bottom left spectrum shows the two wavelengths
tuned to almost the same value (0.09 nm difference) which is not resolved by the optical spectrum analyzer. To
increase the resolution we sent the laser output to a fast photodiode and recorded the signal with an RF spectrum
analyzer (bottom right panel). The recording shows that the two wavelengths are tuned to a difference frequency
of about 11 GHz.

Using this laser, ongoing and future measurements aim to measure also the linewidth of the beat frequency and
compare it with the intrinsic linewidth of the two individual laser output frequencies. We expect to observe widely
tunable microwave and THz-generation with linewidths in the tens of kHz range or below. Such experiments might
provide one of the lowest RF linewidths generated by integrated diode lasers in chip-sized format.
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Figure 15: (upper) Dual-wavelength optical output spectrum showing operation with a 12 nm spacing in wavelength.
(bottom left) Output wavelength difference tuned to ≈ 0.1 nm (beat frequency ≈ 11GHz), which is below the
resolution of the optical spectrum analyzer. (bottom right) The according beat frequency detected near 11 GHz
with a radio frequency analyzer.
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Figure 16: (left) Top view of a dual microring resonator Vernier filter circuit when injecting TE-polarized, white
light from the left. The two resonators are located on the left-hand side of the chip, but most light bypasses the
resonators. Insert shows a zoom-in of the coupler region with enhanced contrast, showing red light circulating within
the ring. (right) Transmission spectrum of a Vernier filter recorded with 0.2 nm resolution. The radii of the microring
resonators are ρ1 = 1200 and ρ2 = 1205 µm, with a specified power coupling of 5% for the add and drop ports.

7.3 Visible wavelength hybrid integrated lasers

One of the great promises of Si3N4 waveguide circuits is their excellent transparency also in the near-infrared and
visible range. The transmission window coarsely spans from 400 nm to 2.3 µm, while the Si3N4 core on its own
provides transparency even up to 8 µm. In particular, its transparency in the visible, where silicon is strongly
absorbing, is expected to secure a central function for Si3N4 circuits as well as for hybrid lasers in the visible based
on Si3N4 feedback circuits. For applications such as named at the beginning of Sect. 7 visible hybrid Si3N4 diode
lasers are of great potential.

Outside the 1.5 µm range, to our knowledge, Si3N4-based hybrid integrated diode lasers have only been demon-
strated in the near-infrared, near 1 µm wavelength [111, 176, 43], which is of interest to compete with highly
coherent monolithic Nd:YAG bulk ring lasers [177]. So far, there is no demonstration of operation in the visible.
One of the reasons is that hitherto Si3N4 has primarily been employed in single-pass applications where loss is less
critical [178, 179], with the exception of a resonator-based visible spectrometer [180].

We aim on realizing a visible hybrid laser with narrow linewidth and tunable near 690 nm, and here we report
on the preparation and characterization of appropriate Si3N4 feedback circuits. Currently under investigation is
realizing appropriate waveguide and circuit design parameters, i.e., the waveguide cross section, resonator radii and
coupling constants. Obtaining appropriate parameters is much more challenging than near 1.5 µm in the infrared,
mainly due to the much smaller wavelength. For instance, a proper mode field needs to be designed that counteracts
potentially increased Rayleigh scattering while allowing curvatures that extends the Vernier free spectral range for
matching a typical gain bandwidth of about 15 nm. Furthermore, proper waveguide tapers have to be designed for
efficient coupling to an anti-reflection coated optical gain chip that operates in the visible.

Fig. 16 gives a coarse overview over current activities. The left panel shows scattered light from a dual microring
resonator Vernier filter designed for TE-polarized red light, recorded with a top view camera when injected with
TE-polarized white light from a supercontinuum source. The insert depicts an enlarged section of the coupler region
with enhanced contrast, and clearly shows that red light is circulating inside the ring. The right panel displays an
example of a measured feedback spectrum, showing Vernier reflection peaks with a free spectral range of ≈ 10 nm).
We note that the optical spectrum analyzer used does not resolve the much narrower bandwidth of the Vernier
reflection peaks estimated to be around 1.5 pm (1 GHz). Figure 16 confirms for the first time the design and
operation of a Vernier filter for TE-polarized red light.

The next set of experiments will concentrate on characterization of losses in the circuit and losses caused by
coupling to the circuit. Thereafter, first feedback experiments aim on demonstrating laser oscillation.

8 Conclusions

To summarize, we have investigated a variety of hybrid integrated diode lasers in the 1.55 µm wavelength range
based on InP semiconductor optical amplifiers, using low-loss dielectric feedback circuits fabricated with the Si3N4

waveguide platform. The fundamental key properties of the latter are lowest propagation loss, including lowest
nonlinear loss due to a wide bandgap, transparency that reaches also across the visible range, and a high index
contrast with the SiO2 cladding. The importance of these properties is that they are central to introducing a
long photon lifetime into otherwise lossy laser resonators, that well-defined and tunable spectral properties can be
implemented in laser resonators, such as high-Q filters and interferometers, and that these functionalities can be
carried over from their main current use in the infrared to other spectral ranges, specifically also the visible. The
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overall impact is a record increase of coherence properties, i.e., of spectral quality, of spectral controllability, of
spectral coverage, and of output power with low intensity noise with on-chip light generation using diode lasers.

With this approach, the investigated hybrid lasers make optimum use of the best of two integrated photonic
platforms: i) semiconductor amplifiers provide all the active optical functions, specifically, light amplification with
wide spectral coverage, highest speed and electrical-to-optical efficiency, and nonlinear mixing to generate sidebands
and optical comb spectra; ii) Si3N4 provides maximally passive optical functionalities that enable to propagate,
interfere, spectrally shape and store light without losing it.

The investigated lasers, based on amplification in InP semiconductor gain sections, were selected to cover and
optimize a range of different operational modes of lasers. Specifically, these are single-frequency operation with
ultranarrow intrinsic linewidth, wide spectral coverage, high-power output, low intensity noise, dual-wavelength
and frequency comb operation. State-of-the-art output properties were presented, such as a record-low intrinsic
linewidth of 40 Hz, a record-high output power above 100 mW, and a record-wide spectral coverage of more than
120 nm. A lowest level of relative intensity noise (RIN) of -170 dBc/Hz was demonstrated, which is close to the
fundamental shot noise (quantum) limit.

A great benefit of the Si3N4 platform is its compatibility with CMOS fabrication equipment, which has led to
an impressive maturity enabling to reproducible fabricate complex and thus highly functional circuits. Examples
are coherent optical receivers and transmitters [181], optical beamforming networks [182, 183], and circuits may
be expanded to operate entire arrays of lasers [184], to provide redundancy or to coherently add their outputs via
mutual locking [185]. There is also compatibility with microfluidics [186, 187] and thus significant potential for
lab-on-the chip and bio sensing applications [188, 189].

The excellent compatibility with seamless integration in complex photonic circuits, paired with highest perfor-
mance point to a great potential of hybrid integrated lasers in applications.
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